
.Locks to sync and burst, or sync on
green cY).
.Differential video inputs.
.Ancillary data input.
.CA V output switchable CSMPTE,
Beta, M-Il formats).

.Simultaneous SMPTE CA V outputs
with GBR.
.Two isolated digital outputs.

.Delay through unit adjustable in
clock cycles to 2.3 ILs.

USAD and USDA
.Selectable RP125 8-bit or fulllO-bit
performance.
.Adjustable set-up level, or set-up
removal selection.

.Crystal-locked oscillator for stable
27 MHz timebase.

.Switchable main/aux inputs.

.Luminance and reconstruction filters
highly linear to 5 MHz.
.All front panel functions remoteable.

.Digital clamping for precise A-D
blanking level matching.
.Three full bandwidth channels
option.
.Built-in digital test signal generator
(4 signals) option.
.Optional test signal VITS.
.Multi-format CA V input (SMPTE,
Beta, M-Il, RGB).



MIl or SMPTE/EBU formats. Addi-
tionally the D-to-A will simultaneously
produce correct GBR outputs when the
SMPTE/EBU CAV format is chosen.
The provision for removal of set -up
is selectable.

One of the major "future" capabilities of
the boxes is that they are truly wideband
in each channel. Although current stan-
dards are multiplexed 4:2:2, there will
eventually be a demand for equipment
that processes as 4/4/4 in separate chan-
nels. Each of the channels in the l25AD
utilizes its own independent, full band-
width, lO-bit A-to-D converter. It would
be possible to operate the 125 with these
channels as three separate G, B and R
channels instead ofY, B-Y, R- Y, after
factory modification in future.

-BUILT -IN TEST

SIGNAL CAPABILITY
The 125AD has an optional digital test
signal generator, which produces a se-
lectable set of signals for timing and
bandwidth, as well as color bars (see
Technical Specifications for a listing of
the signals provided). A further option
allows one of these test signals to be pro-
grammed to appear on any line or lines
in the digital output as a "digital VITS."
This enables a check of the total be-
havior of the signal processing path
when the signal is finally transcoded
back to analog form. If the insertion
is programmed on certain lines (lines
17 and 18, for example), this VITS
signal will be transcoded without
being blanked out through the Magni
125DA- this is not necessarily so with
the analog output of, for example, a Dl
VTR, where the digital output will still
retain the VITS but the analog output
will have been totally reblanked outside
active video.

-OPERATIONAL

FLEXIBILITY
Work in the digital world brings with it
new problems, and the l25s employ
unique digital clamping circuits and in-
dicators for correct operation.

Remote control facilities are provided for
gain settings, for switching of sync on
and off on the output, and for change of
component formats (both units are inter-
nally switchable when not connected to a
remote control).

The filters on both units have been ex-
tremely carefully designed to be highly
linear, to allow for the possibility ofmul-
tiple conversions between the analog and
digital worlds.

-INPUTS AND

OUTPUTS
The 125AD produces two isolated digital
outputs -one would normally be used
for the main signal path and the other for
monitoring purposes. An ancillary data
input port allows insertion of user-
defined data during digital blanking.

Input circuits for the video on the
125AD are differential and allow for iso-
lation from ground if required. The
inputs can also be switched remotely
between MAIN and AUX. This remote
function provides for the change in
CAY formats and for video gain settings
to either the detent position or to a
variable position.

The unit itself is locked to a sync and
burst reference and is not concerned if,
for example, an input GBR signal does
not have sync on Green.

The 125DA also has the capability of
selection between two digital inputs
(MAIN/AUX), with the provision of a
delayed digital output ( through a digital
delay adjustable in clock cycles to
2.3 f.Ls). This output might be used
in system timing in the digital world
between an existing digital signal and
a newly created one.

The Magni 125AD and 125DA CAV-
Digita14:2:2-CAV Transcoders are
designed to offer the best compromise
between the performance needs of
today's users and the possible per-
formance needs of tomorrow's users.
The units operate in either 8-bit or lO-bit
standards for maximum flexibility, and
include features to accommodate stan-
dards beyond multiplexed 4:2:2 alone.

-HOW MANY BITS?

The multiplexed paralle14:2:2 standard
(SMPTE RP125-1984 for 525/60, EBU
3246 for 625/50), commonly referred to
as "Dl," employs an 8-bit approach.
8-bit signal generation can be performed
at a lower cost than 10-bit and is the
current standard for transmission
and recording.

However, not all manufacturers will
be designing 8-bit equipment for all
purposes. The longer rounding of the
signal to 8-bits in the processing chain
can be delayed, the better; that way, any
problems created in the digital domain
(particularly in terms of bit -resolution)
are hardly noticeable when rounding
takes place.

At the same time, the existence of
"islands" of digital equipment in analog
facilities creates a need for repeated
transcoding. The 10-bit equipment
manufacturer will want to assure his user
that he can take full advantage of his 10-
bit processing by going from 10-bitsto
analog with no rounding involved.

The Magni 125AD and 125DA are
designed to operate in either 8- or 10-bits
with no compromises.

-LOOKING AHEAD
We at Magni have been extremely aware
that evolutions in equipment techniques
and practices which end up rendering
some relatively expensive piece of equip-
ment in the video chain obsolete do not,
in the long run, benefit the user. The
125AD and 125DA are designed to cross
not only existing, but also impending
format lines.

The units support any of the current
Component Analog Video standards at
both input and output; that is, GBR
(with or without sync on green), Beta,



125AD SPECIFICATIONS-

Inputs
Component Analog Video

Input Format

Input Circuitry
Auxiliary Input
Input Return Loss

Input Levels
Reference Input
Ancillary Data Input

Outputs

3 loop-through high impedance inputs on BNC connectors with a switchable
75!1 termination.
InpUts switchable internally from GBR to Y/B-Y/R-Y (switchable SMPTE/
Beta/M-Il format levels).
Differential inputs which may be isolated from ground.
Two component inpUt sets switchable via front panel or remotely.
>40 dB to 5 MHz
>30 dB, 5 MHz to 8 MHz.
1 V pk-pk, :!0 3 dB with and withoUt sync on all inpUts.
Color black (RS- I 70A) :!0 3 dB.
Parallel digital inpUt timed for insertion onto transcoded digital oUtpUt.

DigitalOutputs Two isolated 25-pin subminiature D connectors carrying IO-bit 4'2'2
signals, An internal switch allows these outputs to be rounded to 8-bit RPI25
or EBU 3246,

Sampling Frequencies In accordance with RPI25 and EBU 3246, with luminance (Y) at 13,5 MHz
nominal and color-difference (B-Y, R- Y) at 6, 75 MHz nominal,

27 MHz Clock Phase Noise <2 ns
Y Timing Absolute delay through units maintained from unit to unit within 5 ns at

nominal ambient temperature,

Optional Digital Test Signal Generator

Paraded 75% Color Bars

Number of Signals
Standard

Signals

4
4.2.2 10-bits, or rounded to 8 bits.

-75% Color Bars with zero set-up (1000.75.0).
-Dual Timing Pulses with Bow tie (20 ns markers).
-Linearity Test Pattern (high frequency linearity test, valid ramps, 75% bars
-Frequency Sweep (to 5.0 MHz on luminance; to 2.5 MHz on color-

difference).
Contact Magni for additional informationCustom Signals

Front Panel Controls

(jam Uncal
Aux Input
Remote On

-125DA SPECIFICATIONS

Output and input, 6 MHz sweep signal on
y channel.

Inputs
Inputs Two digital 4.2.2 inputs, 10-bit or 8-bit RPI25/EBU 3246; one set as

"Main," second as "Aux." "Aux" switching available from the front panel or
remotely. (Optional. 3 inputs for 4/4/4 signalsJ
In accordance with RPI25 and EBU 3246, with luminance (Y) at 135 MHz
nominal and color-difference (B- Y, R- Y) at 6.75 MHz nominal.
Two isolated BNC outputs of each signal. One set Y /B- Y /R- Y and one set
G/B/R are available simultaneously.
Y/B- Y/R- Y set may be switched between SMPTE/Beta/M-II format levels.
Adjustable from 0 to 15 IRE.
0.7V or 0.714V pk-pk or 1.0V pk-pk with sync on Y/G; 0.7V pk-pk bipolar
on B-Y/R-Y outputs; 0.7V pk-pk on B/R outputs.
34 dB to 5 MHz.
OV :t 100 mV at blanking.
Absolute delay through units maintained from unit to unit within 5 ns at
nominal ambient temperature.
<5 ns relative to any two component outputs.

Paraded multiburst: 6 MHz in Y, 3 MHz in both
B-Y and R-Y.

Sampling Frequencies

OutpUts

OUtpUt CAY Formats
Set-up Level
OUtpUt Levels

OUtpUt Return Loss
DC Offset on OUtpUts
y Timing

Component OUtpUt Timing

Front Panel Controls

Input level, preset detent/switch and control knob for I3 dB. Protected power switch and indicator.
Protected main/aux switch.
Indicators. Hamming Error

Parity Error
Clock Error
Gain Uncal
Aux Input
Remote On

All above show 125DA output in back-to-back
connection with 125AD. All are in SMPTE level
color-difference inputs and outputs.

Input level, preset detent/switch and control knob for :t: 3 dB. Protected power switch and indicator.
Protected main/aux switch.
Indicators: Reference Absent

Svnc Locked



GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Bandwidth

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Gain Stability

Gain Tracking
Input Gain Range

Setup

LineTiil
FieldTiil
K Factor

Quanlization
Linearity Error

Environmental

YchanneIDCto5.0MHz, :!:0.2dB;5.0to5.5MHz, :!:0.3dB.
B-Y/R-Y channels DC to 2.75 MHz, :!:0.2 dB.
>60 dB, DC to 5 MHz (non-coherent noise pk-pk signal to
RMS noise).
0.5% at any gain setting, 25°C; 1% at any gain setting worst case
over temperature range of 0-50°C.
< 1% maximum across all three channels at:!: I dB of nominal.
:!: 3 dB (variable front panel and remotely via anolog control

voltage).
Adjustable to 15 IRE (56.14 mY) or 0 IRE nominal (switchable

internally).
0.5% maximum.
0.5% maximum.
1% measured with 2T pulse of nominal 200ns (HAD) in the
Y channel.
10-bit linear.
<1/2 LSB at 10 bits (Differential and Integral).

Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

0 to 50°C.

-20 to 70°C.

Betacam is a registered trademark of Sony

Corporation.

M-Il is a registered trademark of Matsushita
Industrial Electric Ltd.

Magni and Magni Systems are trademarks of
Magni Systems, Inc

Copyright @ 1988, Magni Systems, Inc. All
rights reserved. Magni products are covered by
U.S. and foreign patents issued and pending.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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3.5" (89mm)

19"(480mm)
19.75"(502mm)
301bs.(13.7kg)

Height
Width

Depth

Weight
Rack slides provided

Line Vollage 90-132 Vac
180-250 Vac, 50-60 Hz

PoWer Consumplion 125AO. <300 VA
1250A <250 VA

PoWer Conneclion 3-wire OSHA Conneclor wilh inlegralline filler, chassis grounded
and contained fuseholder.

Cerlificalion ETL Labs lisled 10 UL 1244.

(Assumes 125AO back-Io-back ConneClion wilh 1250A)

Magni Systems, Inc.
9500 SW Gemini Drive
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
U.S.A.

(503) 626-8400
(800) 237-5964
FAX: (503) 626-6225
TLX: 650-2769743MCI


